To his dear friend

PHILIPP SCHARWENKA.

JOAN OF ARC.
Symphonic Poem
in four movements
from
Schiller's Jungfrau von Orleans
for Orchestra
composed by

MORITZ MOSZKOWSKI.


I. Joan's Pastoral Life. Her exalted mission is revealed to her in a vision.
II. Inner consciousness. Former memories.
III. Procession of the conquerors to the Coronation at Rheims.

Arranged for Pianoforte Duet by the Composer:

London: Augener & Co.
1.

JOAN'S PASTORAL LIFE.
HER EXALTED MISSION IS REVEALED TO HER IN A VISION.
Innere Zerwürfnisse - Rückinnerungen
Secondo.
INNER CONSCIOUSNESS - FORMER MEMORIES